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Words
with
Friends
Whether you’re a quiet person or a loud talker, your conversational skills
can enhance your social interactions. Breaking down the act of communication
into its core components—tone, listening, language and silence—allows us to
engage with more thought, understanding and consideration.
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TONE
When it comes to conversation, it’s not just what we say
but how we say it that matters. Our intonation can often be
more ref lective of our true intentions than the words we utter.

Imagine a world where human beings spoke exclusively in robotic,

used to our advantage if we’re conscious of it, allowing us to catch

monotonous drones. Where subtly, irony and sarcasm no longer ex-

unsuspecting culprits in a lie or confidently storm our way through a

isted and deadpan was not a style of comedic delivery but a way of

presentation at work despite having an iffy grasp of the jargon we’re

life. Where misinterpretation was a standard component of every-

spouting. It can also aid us in inferring that a friend is having a rough

day conversation that was no longer reserved for the digital realm.

time despite her repeated insistence that she’s doing “just fine,”

Where heartfelt declarations of affection or streams of expletives

giving us the green light to dash over to her place with a bottle of

directed at the TV were dispensed in the same unfeeling pitch as an

the hard stuff and a much-needed shoulder.

order at the neighborhood juice bar.

The author Samuel Butler once wrote, “We are not won by

If language provides the raw ingredients for good conversa-

arguments that we can analyze, but by tone and temper, by the

tion, tone denotes the way that these components are prepped,

manner which is the man himself.” Our voices are natural exten-

seasoned, garnished and ultimately delivered onto the plates of

sions of our personalities and attitudes: When harnessed in the

waiting diners with a graceful flourish. The inflections inherent in

right way, they inject our language with an added element of con-

our speech patterns are the vocal equivalent of body language—

viction, expose shades and degrees of our underlying selves and

non-linguistic indicators that work to enhance the meaning and

add significant emotional layers to our daily exchanges.

emotions already present in the words themselves. Far from playing

Living in the digital age means that conversations are often

second fiddle to semantics, these vocal modulations and intona-

filtered through multiple social networking sites and can reflect the

tions deeply affect the ways we express our feelings, communicate

cold glare of our computer screens. While such widespread modes

information and approach our interactions with others.

of communication get two emoji thumbs-up for convenience, the

Subtle discrepancies between our tone and words have a

expressive and nuanced nature of an in-person exchange offers a

knack for revealing how we truly feel about a situation, whether we

sense of honesty that we can’t glean from the virtual world. Yes,

want them to or not. While a nervous trill serves to exacerbate the

our tone’s uncanny ability to divulge our true emotions can render

awkwardness of small talk, laughter delivered in a halting and

face-to-face communication messy, vulnerable and downright scary,

lackluster cadence is probably a good indication that your grand

but that’s also what makes it all the more intimate, exhilarating and

punch line has sadly fallen flat. But this phenomenon can also be

wonderfully human.
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LISTENING

LANGUAGE

Instead of politely nodding while you wait for your chance to
speak, try truly listening. It takes more deliberate concentration
than simply keeping your lips sealed.

Most of us are capable of forming coherent sentences, but a
carefully considered vocabulary and a better understanding
of how to use it can help us become better communicators.

We all have those friends: the ones who regale us with stories of

her own insights, even if that takes a few false starts or thoughtful

The average person is likely to say 370 million words in a lifetime.

on rhetoric, Aristotle urged that we must learn philosophy and psy-

distant travel, passionate love affairs and celebrity run-ins. The ones

silences, our impulse can be to gather our own thoughts and then

What a mysterious blessing it is to explore ourselves with such a

chology before we can truly speak well. Building our mental library

who command our attention with their sparkling anecdotes and wry

seamlessly lob back a talking point. While we might deny ourselves

vocabulary, voice our emotional highs and lows, share ideas and

of words allows us to wax lyrical on more subjects and with more

wit. The ones who thrill, enthrall, dazzle. Yet those aren’t the ones

the urge to interject, we’re furiously searching through our own

discuss all the possible pizza topping combinations. But we don’t

panache, and it also adds a layer of nuance to what would other-

who burn brightest in our memory. The friends we value most are

mental filing cabinets, digging for an apt mirroring anecdote, word

often choose our words wisely, and we certainly don’t often appre-

wise be an adjectiveless sentence.

the curious ones, the ones who ask and remember: the listeners.

of advice or charming wisecrack. We sit still as a friend finishes her

ciate what a wonder it is they’re there to mangle in the first place.

But developing a true understanding of language is more

Unfortunately, the word listening evokes the image of leaning

story, but our response is already cued up and ready to deliver,

Most healthy humans are born with the innate urge to coo, then

complicated than simply turning your brain into a dictionary. Having

across a table, hands clasped in ostentatious earnest. Their eye-

despite what that ending might be. In those moments, receiving

babble, then talk. As soon as we’re able to make sounds, we start

a conversation about, let’s say, pizza, requires a number of things

brows furrow like an accordion exhaling, and their lips purse sympa-

someone’s pointed advice or a “that happened to me too!” can di-

listening to the other ones around us, smooshing syllables together

to happen: First, the Broca’s area of the brain organizes a set of

thetically. Their nodding and reassuring cooing makes us feel more

minish a relationship more than create closeness. It dilutes. It turns

and slotting words into the awaiting Rolodex of our minds. By age

conventional sound units. Next, our highly evolved musculature

babysat than listened to—or pitied or smothered. On the other

an individual experience into a drop in a stream of similar ones.

four, words are so accessible that we barely have to think in order to

conducts and the larynx, tongue, jaw and lips generate a series of

hand, how exhilarating is it to talk to a friend who honestly listens?

This sort of behavior can be as rude as blatantly interrupting.

express them, but our subconscious command of speech can easily

sounds with symphony-like control. The listener’s brain decodes

To have a relationship filled with genuine wide-eyed glee or the

After all, we make a choice to share, so when we do it’s often be-

become a curse as we grow older and more careless. In moments

and interprets the odd sounds, and within a matter of seconds

unthinking instinct to clasp another’s hand at just the right moment?

cause we just want someone to hear us. This gets to the heart of

of linguistic weakness, we can fall prey to verbal landslides where

we’re debating the necessity of cheese crusts.

There may not be a guidebook to listening, but being present

why listening is so much more essential to a relationship than shar-

we incessantly babble a mess of words we’ll have to clean up later.

Words are our most powerful tool for self-expression and rela-

is paramount. Listening shouldn’t be defined in terms of passivity

ing similar interests or having the ability to charm: Listening helps

When we forget to think before we speak, our words can betray our

tionship building, but they also directly inform our own thoughts.

or silence: Giving someone your attention is active and empower-

us feel understood, and the best listeners make us feel necessary.

true meanings—or reveal them.

Consider how you’re thinking right now—would you be feeling this

ing. Skilled listeners wrench themselves away from the passel of

Listening takes practice, but once you’ve mastered it, thinking

The benefits of a carefully constructed sentence have been

way or contemplating this article’s premise accurately if it wasn’t for

thoughts and questions that thunder through the brain and, like an

and effort fall away and are replaced by the totality of sharing a

pondered by the philosophical greats for millennia. Greek philos-

the words whizzing through your brain? Expanding our vocabularies

arrow pointing to a spot on a map, convey that they are here.

life-bracing moment. That’s why listening doesn’t mean a conver-

ophers encouraged us to nurture our evolutionary gift for the gab,

and getting a tighter grip on our own handle of language doesn’t

sation is half-silent. Instead, it has verve. Neither party feels dimin-

emphasizing the importance of a sizable vocabulary and the cultural

just make us better communicators: It also helps us to be better,

ished for talking—and we respond more thoughtfully in return.

context in which to place it. And that means reading. In his books

more self-aware people.

Perhaps the greatest affront to true listening is our own need
to contribute. Rather than allow someone to reach the full extent of
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SILENCE
Search the self-help section and you’ll find an abundance of
advice on how to keep a conversation f lowing. However, when
we rush to fill in the gaps, we often miss something profound.

We’ve all been there: embarrassed and shifting in our chairs, keenly

that “silence is one of the great arts of conversation”? Or we could

aware of our surroundings, our eyes roaming desperately around

take solace in the teachings of Taoist philosophers, who became

the room for something, anything, that we can grasp to keep from

so disillusioned with politics and war that they considered silence a

sliding further into the chasm of awkward silence. The longer the

mark of honesty. We could even call on the writings of 20th-century

hush persists, the harder it becomes to clamber out. The stakes

novelist Anaïs Nin, who imbued shared moments of public stillness

on what we say next seem to double with every passing second.

with an undercurrent of desire. (This theory would make silent rush

Our bodies often respond to a break in conversation the same way

hour train commutes all kinds of awkward, but at least it provides

they would to a fast-approaching predator, which seems particularly

great consolation when we run out of banter between the main

cruel. After all, neither flight nor fight is an option when you’re in

course and dessert.)

your favorite mid-priced Italian restaurant staring at a new acquain-

Although they differed wildly in their interpretations, Cicero,

tance across the table. Instead, we must sit passively as our ego is

the Taoists and Nin were on to something. Silence is important,

torn apart and devoured like the evening’s antipasti.

honest and intimate—and that’s precisely why it has the power to

The Western world seems to fear silence above all other

make us squirm. When we do finally muster the courage to let the

conversational perils, so nothing fills us with panic quite like an

seconds pass uninterrupted, we can share something far more valu-

unanticipated break in a dinner-table debate. Some have blamed

able than whatever anecdote that might have come before it. We

this on the influence of the ancient Greeks, who revered oration,

stop performing as ourselves in order to simply be ourselves, and

while others put it down to our constant exposure to digital distrac-

we allow our company to do the same. Instead of viewing silence as

tion. Either way, it hasn’t always been this way. At various points in

a sign of boredom or disinterest, we could see it for what it is: the

history, the ability to be silent in the company of others has been

ultimate expression of acceptance. Sitting beside another person,

viewed as an essential part of being good company rather than as

lost in private thought, is perhaps the highest compliment we can

the sign of a dullard.

pay them. To paraphrase the words of Pulp Fiction’s Mia Wallace,

Instead of beating ourselves up next time small talk fails us,
why not remind ourselves of the Roman writer Cicero, who believed
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“That’s when you know you’ve found somebody special—when you
can just shut up for a minute and comfortably enjoy the silence.”
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